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Abstract
Autonomous driving is the main development direction of the automobile in the
present and the future. Intelligence braking is the key assembly to realize autonomous
driving. The pneumatic brake system is the principle part of commercial vehicle to
brake. In order to meet the requirements of autonomous driving, this paper proposed
the concept of intelligent braking and pneumatic automatic braking, and then a kind
of pneumatic automatic braking circuit is designed. The pressure change rate is used
as a new index to evaluate automatic braking and control. This study provides a new
theoretical basis for design and application of the pneumatic braking system.
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Introduction
Autonomous driving is an important method to solve the
missions of a vehicle, which include the safety, health and life [1].
Integration of automotive sensor technology [2,3] and intelligent
network technology [4-6] is the core way to develop autonomous
driving. During the different development stages from the
traditional feature car to the autonomous car, the braking system
is always the core assembly to ensure the driving safety and
passenger comfort. In recent years, many new brake technologies
have been developed to adapt the autonomous driving, such
as brake-by-wire [7-9], wheel-side brake [10] and so on.
Nevertheless, all of them were promoted failure for the problem
of reliability, this helps to prove that the conventional mechanical
brake methods are much more suitable and reliable. However, the
conventional brake methods, especially the pneumatic braking
system used in commercial vehicles [11,12], have many defects
such as pressure response delay [13], pressure fluctuation [14]
and low control accuracy. These defects make the pneumatic
brake system hard to use on autonomous vehicles directly. Thus,
to match the development of autonomous vehicles, the concepts
of intelligence braking and automatic braking are proposed first,
and the function scheme is described simultaneously. Based on
the requirement of brake, some structure improvements were
adopted on conventional braking system, and then the change
rate of pressure is proposed as a new index for evaluation and
controlling. In order to adapt the development of autonomous
vehicle, these opinions presented here prove a suggestion and
reference for designing the braking system of autonomous
vehicles.

Intelligence Braking of Autonomous Vehicles

Intelligence refers to the comprehensive abilities of individual
to analyze, judge, act purposefully and effectively interact
with the surrounding environment. Toshiyuki Inagaki [15]
proposed that the information process of human is consisting
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of consciousness, condition recognition, behavior selection and
behavior execution. Thus, in this paper, the intelligence braking
refers to the application of intelligent perception and intelligent
communication technology so as to monitor the vehicle motion
and road environment state, and then it can take an active brake
control technology to drive the brake system to slow down or
automatically stop the vehicle, so it helps to avoid or mitigate
the collision accident. The intelligent braking is an intelligent
security technology to enhance the stability of vehicle braking
and driving safety. As shown in Figure 1, it depicts the structure of
the intelligence braking system based on the pneumatic braking
system, which is composed of three layers: the perception
layer, the decision layer and the executive layer. Among them,
the perception layer and the decision layer mainly executive
by “V2X inter-vehicle communication and intelligent traffic”
and “automatic driving based on intelligent network detection
and control”. Thus, the execution layer shown in Figure 1-the
pneumatic braking system must have the automatic braking
function to adapt the intelligent braking.

Pneumatic Automatic Braking of Autonomous Vehicles

For the vehicle, the intelligence braking system can percept
or communicate with surroundings, and then the system takes
braking measures independently according to different decisionmaking. Whereas, for the brake system, it needs to collect the
motion data of the vehicle, and then adjust the brake strength
automatically according to the threshold determined by the
intelligent braking. Consequently, in the braking system level, this
automatic intervention called as automatic braking. Its goal is to
ensure the stability of the vehicle braking to achieve autonomous
driving; the stability threshold is the basis of intervention; the
intervention means is the utilization of the dynamic characteristics
of brake system, which can adjust the brake pressure distribution
dynamically? The working principle of automatic braking is
shown in Figure 2.
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Pneumatic Braking Circuit and Its Evaluation Index
for Autonomous Vehicles
By analyzing Figure (1&2), it can be found that both
the intelligence braking and automatic braking can brake
independently from brake pedal for autonomous vehicles, and
then it proposed new requirements for brake system for the
lack of or without manual intervention. For the conventional
pneumatic braking system, due to the compressibility of the air,
the delay of transmission, the nonlinear response characteristics
of the components, the pressure defection caused by leakage
and many other factors, all of these reasons make the actual
braking deviates from the braking expectations. Therefore, for the
autonomous vehicles, the mechanism and regulation of the brake
pressure response characteristics should be understood clearly
first, and then the pressure can be controlled accurately through
precision control model. On the other hand, a reasonable braking
control strategies and control methods should be developed to
achieve precision braking. Therefore, it is necessary to find out
the aerodynamic characteristics of the basic components, which
compose the pneumatic brake circuit, they help to enhance the
precision of calculation model, and it is also the basis to enhance
the control precision. Furthermore, it is important to improve the
conventional brake system to adapt the requirement of automatic
brake.
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Automatic brake circuit for autonomous vehicles
In order to adjust the vehicle motion state dynamically by
using the pneumatic braking system, the brake chambers should
be supplied with differential pressure according to different
braking requirements, and then the braking pressure of each
wheel can be controlled independently. Therefore, an automatic
pressure regulator (APR) is added in the front of the brake
chamber to achieve precise brake pressure controlling, thereby
achieving differential braking to ensure the requirements of
braking stability. Finally, to improve the braking ability under
emergency conditions and under pressure defection conditions,
and also to ensure the driving safety, a pneumatic booster valve
is added before the gas tank. It helps adjust the brake circuit
pressure dynamically, and it improves the braking performance
under the emergency conditions.

The pneumatics brake circuit used for autonomous vehicles
is shown in Figure 3. In which, an APR is added in the circuit
compared with the conventional pneumatic brake system, and the
pressure can be regulated accurately and independently. For this
APR, it should satisfy the following points: the ability to response
quickly, the ability to steady the brake pressure, and the ability to
regulate the pressure precisely and automatically. In addition, a
pneumatic booster valve adds before the tank, the booster valve is
parallel combined into the existing system with a diverter valve,
and it helps regulate the pressure independently according to
the braking requirements and increase the local supply pressure,
thereby improving the braking ability and enhancing the system
efficiency.

Figure 1: Structure scheme diagraph of intelligence braking system.

Figure 3: The structure improvement of pneumatic brake circuit.

The evaluation index of automatic braking circuitbraking pressure change rate

Figure 2: Working principle diagram of automatic braking system.

When the vehicle brakes, there is pressure or time deviation
between the actual brake pressure response and the expected
brake pressure response due to the supply pressure fluctuation
and the system transmission delay. These two deviations refer
to as brake pressure deviation and brake time deviation; both of
them collectively refer to as brake pressure response deviation.
A brake pressure-time response of pneumatic braking circuit
is simply presented in Figure 4. In the longitudinal axis at the
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predetermined time (●), the actual pressure is less (Δp1) or larger
(Δp2) than the expected braking pressure, this deviation is the
brake pressure deviation; In the lateral axis, the braking pressure
up to the expectation value is advance (Δt1) or hysteresis (Δt2),
which is the braking time deviation.
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Figure 4: The relationship of braking pressure-time delay.

For autonomous vehicles, the braking system has the automatic
intervention ability, but the manual intervention is weakened, so
the brake pressure response must be more accurate. However, as
the former has proposed, there may be brake pressure deviation or
brake time deviation, and either of them may lead to break failure.
Therefore, it must ensure the braking pressure and braking time
to meet the braking expectations simultaneously, and then it is
necessary to take into account the pressure and time deviation.
Here, we propose to use brake pressure change in unit time, it is
defined as the braking pressure change rate, as the evaluation and
controlling index for pneumatic automatic braking circuit.
∆p
. This
∆t
parameter can eliminate the deviation of braking pressure
response process, thereby controlling the braking process more
accurately, and then improve the control accuracy.

Here, the braking pressure change rate is

κ=

Summary

From the perspective of the vehicle, the core of intelligent
braking is intelligent perception and intelligent decision-making.
In the view of braking system, the core of automatic braking is
active braking intervention. For automatic driving vehicles,
whether intelligent braking or automatic braking requires
the implement layer, the pneumatic brake system, to make
improvements in performance. Many facts have proved that the
pneumatic system has its superiorities for commercial vehicle
in a long time. Therefore, we proposed to identify the basic
characteristics of pneumatic components, to design an automatic
pressure regulator for pressure control, to adjust the supply
pressure independently with a pneumatic booster valve, and use
the braking pressure change rate as a control target and other
concepts, all of them prove a reference for improving of the brake
system of autonomous vehicles.
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